
Box,Another World (canvas)

Another World & Another World Alone
Total Digital Graphics Compilation.  This was a scavenger hunt exercise to imaging a piece and then
find elements and make it.  

FEATURES

Modify and Transfer
• 1 Prim Canvas with menu for artwork selections

• Both artwork images inside canvas

• Includes a Copy/Modify Texture

• Certificate view with additional images and
information

Copy-able products can be redelivered. If you lose your
items, both the SL Marketplace and CasperVend systems
can redeliver your purchase.

Please do not resale these textures and patterns by
themselves in Second Life.  Do not sell them on other Vrs
without permission. Do not use them in RL products.
Contact me in SL for any other SL or RL use.  In SL, they
must be part of a build and not as Full Permissions.  (Full
Perm).  Refer to the Second Life Terms of Service 
https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-
conditions 

UNPACKING CASPERVEND
CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show
up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez the box and
open it to copy to your inventory.  Since there are no copy
permissions, you'll get a message that they have to move to inventory.  There is a Sandbox on the Milda shops.

UNPACKING SL MARKETPLACE
Markerplace purchases most likely will not be boxed and can be viewed in the contents tab on the product page.  Those items 
will go to your Received Items Folder in your Inventory.  Items with no copy permissions, will move in and out of inventory as you
rez them and take them back.  

INFORMATION
Full project and artwork information at http://thunderchild.net. 

A metallic man in the foreground with an ocean in the background, a mountain ridge rising out of the water and the starship is 
the U.S.S. Thunderchild, Akira Class, NCC-63549 in the sky. Another World Alone removes the man and items in the sky. You 
can find my web portfolio at http://thunderchild.net or reach me at ajleibengeist@thunderchild.net

AVAILABILITY
This product is only available in Second Life (SL).
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